
 

 

Geraldton Area Natural Resources Advisory Committee Minutes 

5:30 pm September 12th, 2018  - Location:  Between the Bridges 

 

 

ATTENDANCE 

          Present   Regrets 

Aimie Nephin , MNR LCC Liason   x  

Charlotte Bourdignon, MNRF Forester Kenogami x 

Nicole Gross, Logistics     x 

Robin Kuzyk, MNRF Forester, Ogoki              x 

Chris Magee, MNRF Nipigon District Manager             x 

Charles Brooks, MNRF Conservation Officer             x 

Philip Wilson, MNRF Biologist               x 

 

 

                Members 

Bernie, Baillargeon, Bear Mgmnt. & Baitfish  x 

Brian Desrochers, Trapping    x 

Deanna Hoffman, Forest Management              x 

Dina Quenneville, Mining               x 

Evan Armstrong, Chair/Facilitator, General Public x 

Gary Selinger, Fishing/Hunting Interest   x 

George Horobec, Naturalist               x 

James McPherson, Municipality of Greenstone  x 

Ken House, Cottaging     x 

Ken Stevens, Crown Land Recreation   x 

Linda Beaulieu, Road Accessed Tourism              x 

Remi Moretton, Remote Tourism               x 

Steve Thuerig, Local Business                x 

Vaughn Arsenault, Chamber of Commerce  x 

Yvette Metansinine, Aboriginals                 x  

 

                 Alternates 

Brent Henley, Municipality of Greenstone  x 

Bob Baycroft, General Public     x 

Ed Hoffman, Forest Industry    x 

Eileen Johnson, Local Business                 x 

Gerald Bolduc, Cottaging    x 

Hector Vincent, Crown Land Recreation   x 

Jason Booth, Remote Tourism                 x 

John Espinola, Road Accessed Tourism   x 

Scott Koski, Forest Management                 x 

Travis Vernier, Trapping                    x 



 

 

 

1.  Call to order 6:00pm 

 

 

 

2.  Review of Action Items from  April 18
th

, 2018 GANRAC Meeting 

o Status of the administrative Letter Robin was to prepare for the re-notification of trappers and 

other stakeholders. 

 Amie to follow up with Robin 

 

o Terms of Reference 

 Signed by Evan tonight 

 Amie to send out to members 

 

o Kenogami Planning Team members 

 Evan Armstrong and Jamie McPherson 

 

 

 

3.  Review of Joint Geraldton Area Natural Resource Advisory and Nipigon East Local Citizen  

     Committee Meeting Minutes from May 28
th

, 2018 

 

o Evan handed out a copy of Handbook for Getting involved in Forest management on Crown 

Lands in Ontario which was provided to attendees at the meeting 

o Highlighted issues were the Grehan Access, Treptow and the washout on the Crib(which was 

actually on the Fleming). 

 Hector advised that the Grehan access has been cleaned out. 

 Brent Henley asked what the status of Treptow was.  Charlotte explained that there would be 

public consultation if access was removed permanently. 

 

4.  Review of Ogoki Forest Benefits Meeting 

 

o Amie advised they were in the process of summarizing these meetings and the Planning Team 

will report back on how the information was received and addressed. 

 

5.  Financial Report 

 

o Evan reviewed cheques and presented his report. 

o Evan motioned to accept his report as presented.  Seconded by Bernie Baillargeon. All in favor. 

 Evan to submit invoice to MNR on Behalf of GANRAC for annual committee costs. 

  

6.  Correspondence 

 

o N/A 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

7.  New Business 

     a) Ogoki Update – Provided by Amie 

 

OGOKI FOREST

2010-2017 INDEPENDENT FOREST AUDIT

ACTION PLAN
______________________________________________________________________

SUMMARY FOR

GERALDTON AREA NATURAL RESOURCES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 12, 2018

 
 

    

2018-09-12_IFA Action Plan Summary_GANRAC.pdf
 

 

 Gary questioned what the time frame is for the Action Plan to be completed. Charlotte 

advised that a Status Report is written updating the actions.  It is due 2 years from date the 

Action Plans are signed off.   

 Ken House commented there would be a need for more staffing and funding and will be 

difficult to meet deadline.  Charlotte advised that the MNR is not set up to manage a Crown 

Forest management Unit as the Licensees are. 

 Hector commented that some licences have been signed and are they addressing some of 

these issues.  

 Hector asked if these issues were old lingering issues from a past company. Charlotte 

advised that many of them are due to the downturn in the forest industry and had there been 

active forest operations on the unit this whole time, many of the action items would be in a 

much better state.   

 Information from Robin is that there will be no Crown $ going into FTG.  This is funded by the 

Renewal Trust Fund 

 Brian Desrochers commented that the Action Plan is a promise to do what the Crown should 

have done.  If the MNRF was a private Company what would have happened?  Charlotte 

explained that the MNR is not set up as private Industry.  The crash of the Forest Industry led 

MNRF to have it all put back on their plate. The Nipigon District did a pretty good job at 

ensuring there was a forest still there to support the Nakina Lumber Inc. sawmill now that it 

has come on line. 

 

OGOKI PLAN SUMMARY   

 

 Ken advised they are meeting once a month however, has heard that they are behind 

schedule. 

 Amie advised that they are currently working hard at developing a plan to address the 

Witchwood Crossing. 



 

 

 Brian Desrochers advised that he has seen maps from Amie showing roads and where 

the blocks are going. He likes the Caribou Mosaic and it helps the understanding of the 

Caribou discussions at the LCC table.  Trappers and outfitters are well informed. 

 Amie provided maps for review at this meeting should there be interest. They will be 

made available at the next meeting. 

 Evan asked Ken House about the Report due to the LCC sometime in November. Ken 

has not started yet. 

 

 

 

OGOKI OPERATIONS UPDATE 

 7 Feller Bunchers and lots of hauling going on. 

 Evan heard that the Nakina Mill might be replacing the Longlac Mill.  Some information 

says that Nakina may be adding another shift. 

 12 Bridges have been removed.  

 

KENOGAMI OPERATIONS UPDATE 

 AV has 8-9 Feller Bunchers working, Ginoogam has 1-2 

 Bridge Inspections for the fiscal year are done 

 Hanover Bridge is now completed 

 CLUB Bridge has been removed and reinstalled 

 Results of bridge review revealed that next year the   Buroughs bridge on the Crib Road 

will need work and the bridge over the Kowkash River on the Crib extension requires new 

bridge decking and needs repair. 

 

NEDAAK UPDATE 

 No spray this year 

 Bernie Baillargeon asked why there are spray signs if there is no spray.  It was clarified 

as to the location of the signs which are near Caramat. This is Big Pic Forest. 

 John Espinola asked about the grading of the Waba Road as he has not seen a grader 

in quite awhile and the roads are in bad shape. . Ed mentioned that given how dry it has 

been grading was not as effective as normal.  

 The company is tight for $ this year as the government funding for the MU has not been 

allocated year, and companies were not sure how much funding would be allocated with 

the switch in government and the total allocation was decreased by $20 million. 

 Gerald Bolduc asked about the netting on Kenogamisis.  Amie advised that there was 

some Broadscale Monitoring being done by the  Biodiversity unit; however MNR in 

conjunction with Greenstone Gold and Stantec are doing some and sharing each 

other’s data.  This is on Kenogamisis Gambsby and its tributaries. 

 Evan stated that he had been approached about a public concern regarding disposal of 

these fish and why can they not be given to people in need.  There are indemnity forms 

that can be signed to make this happen. 

 Evan said he had heard that there has been changes at Nedaak. Charlotte informed the 

group that there is a change. They have chosen to part ways with their contractor GCK/ 

HME enterprises.  There should be an announcement shortly. 

 

 

 

COLUMBIA FOREST PRODUCTS UPDATE 



 

 

 

 Ed Hoffman advised that Columbia is continuing to cut in the Ogoki Road KM 87 

block, have been there all summer. 

 Road construction is nearly complete 

. 

WEST NILE VIRUS PRESENTTION 

 Study being done regarding West Nile Virus and its presence in Wild Turkey and 

Ruffed Grouse in Ontario is being conducted by the University of Guelph. 

 Evan volunteered GANRAC to participate in the study. 

 Evan reviewed the process of providing samples and will be receiving some kits 

to be circulated.  A list of those present who were interested in obtaining a kit 

was compiled and they will be distributed when they are received. 

  Evan to distribute 

 

 

9.   LCC MEMBERSHIP REVIEW  

 Evan reviewed the current membership list and reviewed how attendance is calculated. 

 A number of problem areas were identified. 

 There are some vacancies 

 4 members had perfect attendance 

LCC- Membership 
Review September  2018.xlsx

 
 Evan brought forward the concern from public regarding the foreseen lack of enforcement 

during the upcoming hunt. There is only one Conservation Officer on staff at the Geraldton 

Office. Charlotte advised that information provided was that there would be  coverage for the 

hunting season.  Ken House suggested the possibility of contacting the Enforcement 

Manager directly to ask about the amount of coverage there actually would be. 

 Amie advised that there was a new Conservation Officer hired who would be commencing 

work after training is completed. 

 

10.  OTHER 

 

CORDINGLEY LAKE CONCERN 

 Evan has had enquiries as to the public’s concern that the bass population is declining. 

 Citizens stated that they have seen stringer loads of bass coming out in the Spring.  Some 

locals are suggesting a Sanctuary be put in place for the entire south arm (east bay) to avoid 

this situation. 

 Evan explained the Bass fishing regulation; there is a size limit in effect for all of FMZ2 – from 

December 1
st
 to June 30

th
 that only allows fish less than 13.8 inches to be removed in a total 

limit of 2 fish to provide protection to spawning fish. 

 The Conservation Officer has been informed of the concerns and said that he will make it a 

priority for next year to have a presence there.   

 The group discussed putting up a better more visible sign informing those fishing of the 

specific regulations assigned to this lake. Some discussion as to the layout and color (must 

be Red) and costs of signage. 

 Motion to go ahead with sign by Evan and Seconded by Bob Baycroft 

 Evan to follow up on signage. 



 

 

 Ken House asked if our signage would mean that there would be no sanctuary put in place.  

This is not a GANRAC decision.  Evan further explained the benefits and downside to a 

Sanctuary being put in.  A sanctuary cannot be fish specific. 

. 

  

 ROADS 

 Brian commented that MNRF should be responsible for all roads on Crown Land.  Charlotte 

explained that all FMP have clauses regarding road maintenance and there is no obligation to 

repair a road after it has washed out only to deal with any ongoing environmental issues. 

 

JOINT MEETINGS 

 Brian commented that both Joint meetings he has attended have been in the spring.  He 

would like to see one in the fall so that we can see something a little different. 

 Charlotte will mention it to Ray 

 

NEXT MEETING DATE TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 3
RD

. LOCATION TBD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


